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In April and May 2005 the H line of " Aur was observed in an ex eptional `weak absorption phase'. In the period O tober 2005 to November 2006 the normal line pro le was
registered again, with a variable absorption and a weak red-shifted emission omponent.
The time variations of the line pro le and a omparison with former observations outside
e lipse are presented.
" Aur is a binary system, onsisting of a yellow supergiant (F0Ia) and an enormous
dusty gas disk, that e lipses every 27 years the primary omponent for approximately
two years. From the e lipsing light urve it is on luded that within the dust disk one
or two (B?) stars exist, whi h have so far never been observed dire tly (Sten el, 1985).
The rst onta t of the next e lipse is expe ted in August 2009. Castelli (1978) lists
the hara teristi parameters of the primary omponent (F0Ia). The H line of " Aur is
reported in the literature to be variable, but the line always shows a strong photospheri
absorption and mostly weak emission omponents on the edges of the absorption.
The observations over the period from 1 April, 2005 to 15 November 15, 2006 (out
of e lipse, phase  0:9). The used amateur equipment onsists of a Maksutov Newton
teles ope (127 mm of aperture, f 1/8) and a slitless re e ting grating spe trograph (grating 25 mm  25 mm, 1200 lines/mm, ollimator f = 135 mm, amera obje tive f = 135
mm). The CCD amera (Audine, KAF 401E) is water- ooled. The hip temperature was,
depending on the ambient temperature, between 10 and 30 Æ C. The dispersion is 41

A/mm or 0.38 
A/pixel within the range of the H line. The resolution was measured
from the FWHM of terrestrial lines to 0.8 
A (R = 8; 000). The quality of the adjustment
and the me hani al stability of the system limit the exposure times for a single exposure
between 30 and 60 se . For ea h sum spe trum, between 10 and 80 single photographs
were taken. The data were redu ed using ESO MIDAS and the OPA s ripts of G. Gebhardt (www.spektros.de). The single photographs are orre ted by the median of 10 darks
and the ba kground of the sky before extra tion of the spe tra and their registering. No
at eld orre tion is performed. The nal S/N of the ontinuum is between 120 and 400
(Table 1). The slitless spe tra were wavelength alibrated by using 3 to 6 photospheri
absorption lines from the following list: Fe ii: 6416.90 
A, 6430.84 
A, 6456.38 
A, 6516.05 
A,
Si ii: 6347.10 
A, 6371.36 
A as referen e lines. The quality of EW measurements is demonstrated by omparison of the EW-integration results of this lines with the data given by
Castelli (1978) and the integrations of a referen e spe trum of " Aur (20031101) given in
ELODIE (Table 2).
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Table 1: List of spe tra and equivalent widths of omponents of " Aur H line
H line measurements of " Aur
Equivalent width [
A℄
Date
JD
Exposure S/N Blue wing
Central
Red wing
absorption
time [min℄
April 1, 2005
2,453,462.42
5
140
0.13
0.01
0.15
0.18
0.06
0.17
April 11, 2005
2,453,472.40
10
170
April 21, 2005
2,453,482.40
10
150
0.07
0.06
0.15
May 10, 2005
2,453,501.40
10
120
0.14
0.06
0.24
0.06
0.08
0.15
May 11, 2005
2,453,502.40
10
270
O tober 30, 2005
2,453,674.48
30
300
0.00
0.66
0.00
De ember 10, 2005 2,453,715.50
18
280
0.00
1.07
0.05
January 23, 2006
2,453,759.31
27
300
0.00
0.99
0.00
0.00
1.04
0.00
January 24, 2006
2,453,760.32
25
400
January 30, 2006
2,453,766.36
30
350
0.00
1.02
0.00
0.00
1.02
0.04
February 1, 2006
2,453,768.32
30
320
Mar h 12, 2006
2,453,807.33
42
270
0.00
0.78
0.07
Mar h 13, 2006
2,453,808.42
25
390
0.00
0.82
0.04
April 7, 2006
2,453,833.42
15
160
0.06
0.69
0.04
0.00
0.60
0.10
April 19, 2006
2,453,844.34
15
160
May 2, 2006
2,453,858.40
50
370
0.00
0.55
0.12
September 10, 2006 2,453,988.48
30
200
0.00
0.70
0.00
0.00
0.66
0.00
September 21, 2006 2,454,000.53
27
190
O tober 7, 2006
2,454,016.42
60
360
0.00
0.54
0.01
November 15, 2006 2,454,055.46
52
210
0.02
0.49
0.06

In Fig. 1 the observed spe tra and the referen e spe trum are plotted. Between 1 April
(JD 2453462) and 11 May, 2005 (JD 2453502), the H line shows a nearly symmetri al
shell spe trum with small variations of the V/R ratio of the emission omponents and
an ex eptionally small absorption omponent in the line ore. On 30 O tober, 2005
(JD 2453674) the H line was dete ted in pure absorption. Until the end of the 2006
observing season, the line was observed in normal absorption, with an o asional variable
red shifted emission omponent. Two types of line pro les an be distinguished: The `weak
absorption phase' from the beginning of the observations (1 April to 11 May, 2005), and
the `normal absorption phase' later. The emission omponents of the `weak absorption
phase' are symmetri ally shifted towards the blue and red, respe tively, by about 80
km/s relative to the absorption minimum. In the `normal absorption phase' the red wing
maximum is red-shifted by about 100 to 160 km/s. The equivalent widths of the blue
wing, the red wing and the absorption ore in the spe tra were al ulated (F/F > 1
emission, F/F < 1 absorption, Table 1). Fig. 2 shows these EW's as time series. The
variability of the absorption omponent is the most dominant e e t.
Be ause of the unusual e lipsing behaviour, whi h is aused by a dusty loud every
27.08 years, the star has been observed intensively. The investigations fo us on those
approximately 2 years of the e lipsing events. Castelli (1977, 1978) also published two
measurements out of e lipse (1971). The variable H lines onsisted of a entral absorption
(F/F 0.45 and 0.55) and two weak emission omponents whi h are shifted relative to the
ore of the absorption by 72 km/s and +61 km/s, respe tively. Radial outward ows are
attributed to instabilities in the star produ ing the blue-shifted emission omponent. Gas
from behind the star auses the red-shifted emission omponent. The last e lipse of 1982
to 1984 is summarized by Sten el (1985). The H line pro les of 1984 (Ferluga & He k in
Sten el, 1985) resemble the normal absorption phase, whereby partly also more intensive
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Figure 1.
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H line pro les of " Aur (measurements April 2005{November 2006 and a referen e
spe trum ELODIE of November 2003
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Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Equivalent widths of " Aur H line omponents outside e lipse April 2005{November 2006

Equivalent widths of " Aur H line omponents outside e lipse, in luding data of Castelli
(1978), Ferro (1985), Cha et al. (1995) and ELODIE (20031101)
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Table 2: Comparison of EW di eren es of measured spe tra and referen e spe tra of " Aur
Referen e spe tra [
A℄
Measurements [
A℄
Di eren es [
A℄
Line Ion Castelli ELODIE Average Std. dev. No. of meas. Castelli ELODIE
6347 SiII
0.694
0.627
0.596
0.027
5
0.098
0.031
6371 SiII
0.531
0.538
0.529
0.024
7
0.002
0.009
0.191
0.190
0.030
14
0.055
0.001
6416 FeII 0.245
6432 FeII 0.178
0.158
0.170
0.027
17
0.008
0.012
6456 FeII 0.539
0.533
0.513
0.034
17
0.026
0.020
0.120
0.120
0.012
13
0.000
6613
?

blue wings were registered. However, one year earlier the spe tra showed the absorption
with stable red wings and variable blue wings (Boehm & Ferluga, 1983). 15 spe tra,
measured between September 1980 and May 1981 by Ferro (1985), just one year before
the e lipse of 1982 to 1984, showed a `normal absorption phase' similar to Fig. 1 with
stable red wing and variable blue wing. H line pro les measured by Cha et al. (1994)
in November 1989 until April 1992 also resemble the pro les of the normal absorption
phase in Fig. 1. The radial velo ities of the absorption enters vary between +0:4 and
39:1 km/s, the emission omponents vary parallel to it around 60 and +60 km/s,
respe tively. The equivalent widths of the absorption move between 296 and 650 m
A, the


emission omponents between 0 and 343 mA (blue wing) and 0 and 295 mA (red wing).
Additional measurements of Cha et al. (1995) in the year 1993 show absorption with a
lear blue emission wing (EW approx. 200 to 300 m
A), but only a weak red wing. The
absorption line has an EW of approx. 550 m
A in this period. The authors dis uss their
observations using a model, whi h explains the emissions with a rotating inhomogenous
gas ring around the primary F0Ia omponent. UV-spe tros opy with the HST taken on 16
February, 1996 are des ribed by She er & Lambert (1999). The split resonan e lines are
attributed to a gas disk rotating in the orbit around the invisible se ondary omponent.
The rotation speed of the disk was determined from the distan e of the emission maxima
to 103 km/s. The origin of the emissions from a gas disk around the se ondary omponent
is not on rmed, however.
Published spe tra ould be digitized (Castelli: spe trum February 1971; Ferro: spe tra
1980-1981)). The al ulated omponent equivalent widths of the published spe tra, of the
ELODIE referen e spe trum (2003) and the results of Cha et al. (1994, Table 2) are shown
in Fig. 3 together with the equivalent widths of Table 1. The time series demonstrate
the ex eptionally small entral absorption in spring 2005. The star shows a remarkable
variability in absorption strength of the ore of the H line outside e lipse, also in former
observations.
It remains to on lude:
 H line in predominant emission and vanishing ore absorption - like in spring 2005
is an ex eptional phenomenon of " Aur.
 The absorption omponents EW of the H line show a remarkable variability outside
e lipse.
The line pro le variations in the opti al spe trum outside of the e lipsing phase, e.g.
the presented observation of an ex eptionally weak absorption phase in H , are still not
satisfa torily explained. The interpretation of the H line in e lipse has to take the outof-e lipse variations into a ount. Further observations, also far from e lipse, are needed.
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